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Change Philosophy 

Modernizing the way we 
hire requires collaboration, 
commitment, and effort. 
 

This collaboration will 
ensure changes to the way 
we hire result in a fair, 
effective, and modern 
process for applicants, 
hiring managers, human 
resources professionals, 
and others. 

 

Change is constant.  

Hiring is too. 

Leading the 

changes to 

how we hire is 

our calling. 

 



Hiring Modernization Project 

Of all the vital work we do in HR, improving 
the way we hire will have the biggest 
impact on City operations. What the project is: 

• Merit-based 
• User-centered 
• Data-driven 
• Comprehensive 
• Iterative 

What it is not: 
• Unrestrained 
• Exclusive 
• Stand alone 
• Finite 



Our Collaborators 

The Hiring Modernization Project is guided by a steering committee of HR 
Leaders from more than 15 City and County of San Francisco departments. 

And You. 

Controller 

General Services Agency 

Mayor’s Office 

Civil Service Commission 

You 



We Share Hiring Expertise and Experience 

Hiring impacts the entire 
city and requires citywide 
collaboration. 
 

You serve as  valuable contributors 
to the design, development and 
implementation of user-centered 
hiring solutions that ensure 
success and evolve the way we 
hire. 



We are Here 

Reviewing 
Policy, Practice Rules 

and MOUs 

Mapping  
As-Is Centralized 

Hiring Process 

Understanding Current 
Hiring Experiences 

Hiring 
Modernization 

Workshops 

These sessions focus on breaking down hiring processes; discovering 
pain points; and identifying opportunities to evolve, grow, and change 
in both the short and long-term. 



Next Up 

Hiring Modernization Project 
Workshops 

 

 Sept 20 - SESSION 1 
Assignment of Exam / Completion of Job 
Analysis / Test Development 

 

 Sept 22 – SESSIONS 2 and 3  
Drafting Exam Announcement / Posting of 
Announcement / Application Review / 
Notice of Exam 

 

 Sept 27 - SESSIONS 4 and 5 
Exam Preparation / Exam Administration / 
Examination Scoring / Request for List 
Adoption 

 



Thank you. 



Hiring Modernization Project 

Engagement Plan 
September, 2017 



Context 

➔ High-level goal: Build user-centered, data-driven, and iterative processes to 

support departments’ efforts to hire the right people for the right jobs at the right 

time 

➔ Timing: DHR will be developing a Request for Proposal for a system or systems to 

support the hiring program 



Project Scope: Three phases 

➔ Experience mapping 

➔ Process refinement 

➔ Tech and procurement scoping 



Phase 1: Experience Mapping 

➔ Methods: Interviews, journey-mapping workshops, shadowing 

➔ Goals: 

◆ Understand the current experience for hiring managers, including all the hacks and workarounds 
that they’re using (make note of variations between departments) 

◆ Understand the current experience for HR managers who support hiring managers (DPOs) by 
building on the Lean process mapping undertaken by the DHR team 

◆ Understand the candidate experience for both successful and unsuccessful candidates 

➔ Timeline: 

◆ Two sprints (four weeks) 



Phase 2: Process Refinement 

➔ Methods: Ideation sessions, prototyping workshops, shadowing, understanding how information is 
currently flowing through the system 

➔ Goals: 

◆ Dive deeper on specific parts of the process to develop understanding of low-hanging fruit versus 
more involved solutions and their potential impact 

◆ Prototype and test process changes with DHR, departments, and hiring managers so that we can 
measure the impact and make recommendations for longer term changes 

◆ Identify technical prototypes that could be tested and iterated in short two-week cycles 

➔ Timeline: 

◆ Three sprints (six weeks) 



Phase 3: Tech & Procurement Scoping 

➔ Methods: Quick prototypes (both visual and usable, as appropriate); review of existing relevant software 
and codebases; understanding of existing technical procurement practices, strategic advice on options 
for procurement approach (one system or modular) 

➔ Goals: 

◆ Prototype, test and iterate modular technical solutions 

◆ Document how technology can help in the hiring process for all users, and develop concepts for 
tech solutions and make assessments of products in the market that might fit the city’s needs 

➔ Timeline: 

◆ Three sprints (six weeks) 

◆ These three sprints will be followed by one sprint to finalize RFP recommendations 



More About Experience Mapping 

➔ Keys to user-centered design: Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test  

➔ Example of a tool--the journey map (see blog post here): 

◆ “A journey map is a visual representation of the experience an individual goes through when 
interacting with a service. It can help build empathy, bolster a common understanding, and fuel 
the generation of ideas for improvement.” 

➔ Important steps involved in building a journey map: 

◆ Build cross-functional groups 
◆ Get the process down (generative mindset) 
◆ Identify most important part to document (edit mindset) 
◆ Decide on level of detail and design for output 
◆ Build then share the output 
◆ Identify pain points and build a service design blueprint specific to that part of the journey 

https://medium.com/code-for-america/journey-mapping-our-citys-permitting-process-e20a0823ecc3


Example: Recent Hiring Process Work 

Property of Monique Baena-Tan - Code for America 

Documenting users’ experiences with a 
given service to better understand what 
each user type is experiencing 



Example: Identifying Times When Users Are Waiting  

Property of Monique Baena-Tan - Code for America 



Property of Monique Baena-Tan - Code for America 

Example: Identifying Times When Users Are 

Entering Data 



What We Would Do Next 

➔ Put together more specific service blueprints focusing on specific pain points and organize follow-up 
workshops and shadowing sessions to dig in deeper 

➔ Document roadblocks, bottlenecks, issue areas, opportunities for improvement 

➔ Flesh out recommendations: Low-hanging fruit vs. more involved solutions 

➔ Decide on what solutions make the most sense based on time and resources 

➔ Prototype, test, and iterate 



What’s Next for HMP 

➔ Facilitate 14 workshops between Sept. 20th and Oct. 20th acknowledging two general structures: 

◆ Sessions where we want to better understand how other departments are carrying out given 
processes 

◆ Sessions where we want to understand how departments are experiencing processes carried out 
by the central agency 

➔ Draft first version of the hiring manager journey map 

➔ Start candidate interviews to build candidate journey map 

➔ Line up additional interviews with key stakeholders including steering committee members 


